CASE STUDY
160 CCTV Doom Pan Tilt & Zoom Camera System for a Multi-national Organisation
Sigma is proud to have supplied a 160 CCTV Dome camera system to one of the world’s
most well recognised organisations after being chosen as the most suitable provider from
amongst stiff competition, having met strict design and supply criteria.
Utilising our design expertise and knowledge of the security market and products available,
Sigma was able to put forward a system that not only meet all of the client's requirements
but far exceeded them. The complete system comprised many different components
including 160 CCTV PTZ Dome cameras, 12 Top End CCTV Digital Recorders, 100 400GB
Hard Drives, 30km of cable and much more. Sigma's close partnerships with manufacturers
and suppliers alike, proved beneficial by successfully completing the project well within the
original deadline that was set at tender stage, by ensuring delivery of all equipment was
made in better timescales to meet the client’s urgent need.
Sigma’s expertise also influenced the clients original requirements by providing a better
than originally specified dome camera and along with the partnership we have with
manufacturers and suppliers, it was possible to deliver a better camera far quicker than the
client originally anticipated. The feature rich CCTV Dome Camera chosen included the
following capabilities:
Autofocus, High Resolution Integrated Camera/Optics Package
Day/Night, 540 TVL, 128X Wide Dynamic Range
Motion Detection, and Electronic Image Stabilization
Window Blanking
Camera Title Overlay, 20 User-Definable characters
Horizontal and Zone Blanking
On-Screen Compass and Tilt Display
Password Protection
Freeze Frame During Presets
Built-in Surge and Limited Lightning Protection
Integrated Passive UTP Circuit
Internal Scheduling Clock
For this world wide organisation, security of it’s premises is of paramount importance and
therefore choosing the right supplier not only capable of fulfilling the project requirements
but the level of service and support required afterwards was vital. We are therefore proud
that Sigma was chosen as that supplier
Contact Sigma today for a free site survey and no obligation quote for a CCTV System
solution to suit your business, backed up by excellent support services which are available
24/7 365 days a year for your peace of mind.
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